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a b s t r a c t

The cloud of things (CoT) is an emerging paradigm that has merged and combined cloud computing
and the Internet of Things (IoT). Such a paradigm has enabled service providers to provide on-demand
computing resources from devices spread across different locations for service users to be dynamically
connected to them. While this benefits the CoT service providers and users in many ways, it also brings
a key challenge of ensuring that the service is delivered according to the promised quality. Failure
to ensure this will result in the service provider experiencing penalties of different types and the
service user experiencing disruptions. The literature addresses this problem by proactively managing
for SLA violations. However, given the geographically dispersed region of a formed CoT service, in this
paper we argue that for proactive SLA violation identification, we need specialized techniques that also
consider events that are outside the usual control of service providers and users, but will impact the CoT
environment and the quality of service. We propose a framework that identifies such external events
of interest and ascertains their impact on achieving the service according to the promised quality. We
explain the working of our proposed framework in detail and demonstrate its superiority in proactively
determining SLA violations as compared to existing approaches.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Cloud of Things (CoT) environment which is an amalga-
mation of the Cloud and the Internet of Things paradigm offers
a framework for service users to form on-demand services with
different providers that may be located at any location. However,
such freedom of choice also brings challenges for service users
and service providers. One such challenge common to both is
the successful delivery of the service according to the defined
QoS parameters, such as response time range, minimum service
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availability or a certain throughput. These service constraints are
usually stated by the service provider in the service offer and are
mutually agreed upon by the provider and user in the Service Level
Agreement (SLA). However, due to the characteristics of the CoT
environment and the services themselves, many services exhibit
dynamic QoS variations that result in frequent changes in their
behaviours, leading to SLA violations [1–3]. To avoid this, it is
necessary to proactively monitor SLAs to prevent violations. As an
indication of its importance, the existing literature offers a large
amount of work in this area. However, a common shortcoming of
the current approaches is that they only focus on events arising
from internal sources of the CoT environment which are defined as
those events that are under the control of the service provider who
forms the SLA with the service user. Example of such events are
QoS factors or Service Level Objectives (SLOs) such as the service
provider delivering a certain level of uptime, a certain level of
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resources etc. to the service user. In our previous work [4], we
demonstrated that the service provider can make better informed
SLA violation prevention decisions by considering the internal
SLOs and also the nested and hierarchical dependencies present
between these SLOs. In this paper, we go beyond this and argue
that the service provider to proactively manage SLA violations
should also consider another category of events arising from ex-
ternal sources apart from just considering the internal sources of
events. Events from external sources of the CoT environment are
defined as those that are outside the control of the service provider,
but when they occur, they impact on its ability to deliver the
QoS as specified in the SLA. Examples of such external sources of
events are inclement weather at a CoT node, changed government
regulations, short-term political instability, strikes by truck drivers
orworkers, industrial accidents etc. [5–7] in a dispersed geographic
location of the CoT environment which have a direct impact on
the fulfilment of the SLA [8]. Thus, it is important for a CoT service
provider to also consider events that are external to its boundary
but highly related as theywill directly influence the internal events
while proactively managing SLAs.

With the growth of social media data (e.g. Twitter, Facebook,
news sites etc.), there are many different sources from which
information related to such external events can be captured on a
real-time basis and processed. Twitter is a microblogging platform
which has the important characteristic of real-time information,
which is categorized into different topics of varying importance.
These topics are usually related to various events, which include
social events such as sports, parties and political campaigns as
well as disastrous events such as accidents, storms, fires and earth-
quakes. Recent research has shown that tweets can be used to pre-
dict various events such as earthquakes [9], crime [10], city traffic
events [11], riots [12], strikes and protests [13]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, none of the existing research has used Twit-
ter to discover real-time disruptive events to evaluate its impact
on CoT applications and predict SLA violations. In this paper, we
propose such an approach to detect in real-time external events of
interest related to the SLOs of the formed SLA bymonitoring tweets
and using this information to proactively ascertain the chances of
SLA violation. Our focus in this paper is only on Twitter to iden-
tify such potential relevant external events but any social media
platform can be used by the proposed approach to achieve this
aim. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the relatedwork in SLA violationmanagement. In Section 3,
we present our proposed framework for proactive SLA violation
identification by capturing relevant external events. Sections 4–
7 explain each module of our proposed framework. Specifically,
Section 4 discusses the SLAmodelling and identification of relevant
external events modules. Section 5 explains the event processing
module that extracts information on external events of interest
from Twitter feeds. Section 6 discusses the impact assessment
module that ascertains the impact of the external event’s occur-
rence on the SLA and Section 7discusses the reasoning anddecision
supportmodule that ascertains if a SLA violation is going to occur or
not. Section 8 presents the experimental validation of the proposed
framework to show its superiority in proactively identifying SLA
violations from the existing approaches that do not capture the
relevant external events. Section 9 concludes the paper with a
discussion on future work.

2. Related work

In this section, we outline the existing research in the area that
relates to our proposed approach.

2.1. SLA violation prediction

Many different SLA management models have been proposed
to track SLA monitoring and violation prediction in recent years.
Recently, in [4], an event-driven approach is developed to predict
SLA violations, which combines logic-based reasoning and proba-
bilistic inferencing. Current work extends this work by identifying
the external events in a supply chain that impact SLOs andmay lead
to violations. Another event-driven approach is presented in [14].
However, different from the above work, this approach uses a
statisticalmethod for QoS prediction in a service-oriented environ-
ment. A similar approach is presented by Leitner et al. [15]. In this
work, the authors propose a regressionmodel to predict SLA viola-
tions in service compositions. The proposed approach uses a data-
driven statistical approach for both instance-level prediction for an
ongoing business process instance and forecasting for compliance
prediction of future instances. A Bayesian model-based SLA viola-
tion prediction is proposed in [16]. The proposed approach uses
QoS datasets of cloud services as input to the prediction model,
which is based on a naïve Bayesian classifier. In contrast, other
approaches for SLA violation prediction use significantly different
techniques. Some of the classical and modern heuristics-based
time-series forecasting models are listed in [17], which include
ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average), GARCH (gen-
eralized autoregressive conditionally heteroskedastic), regression
methods, neural networks, genetic programming and evolutionary
computing. Most of the existing violation prediction approaches
use historic data to predict future QoS values and none of the
approaches addresses the effect of the events that cause these
changes in QoS attributes. Fanjiang et al. [2] propose a genetic
programming-based QoS forecasting technique based on past QoS
variations. The prediction of changing user requirements is han-
dled in [18] by using a Markov chain and best–worst method. Hu
et al. [19] propose a personalized QoS prediction approach based
on collaborative filtering which combines collaborative filtering
with Kalman filtering to improve the shortcomings of ARIMA.
An early warning-based framework to detect future violations in
SLA is proposed by Hussain et al. [20]. The proposed framework
uses exponential smoothing and ARIMA for QoS prediction using
the SLO parameters and performance metrics. The runtime QoS
values are then compared with the predicted values. Based on the
deviation, future QoS values can be predicted over a period of time.

In addition, several studies focus on other aspects of SLAs such
as service provisioning, negotiation, privacy and security in the
context of cloud federation [21–23]. These aspects are equally
important in the context of the CoT environment as well. Messina
et al. [24] propose a multi-agent semantic SLA negotiation pro-
tocol. This protocol resolves an important concern of negotiation
which is understanding the technical terms used by the involved
parties. It transforms such technical terms into a common form
by sharing the agents’ knowledge about these terms among the
cloud federation. A model for a per-service-based description of
service terms with a particular focus on security-related terms
is proposed in [25]. The main feature of the proposed model is
to measure, monitor and negotiate security-related service terms
quantitatively. Moreover, a framework for the management of a
per-service SLA is also presented which is automated and needs
no user-intervention. Approaches have also been proposed which
employ cloud computing technologies in specific problem areas.
For instance, cloud computing technologies have the potential to
improve safety, security and privacy, and resource management
in intelligent transport systems (ITS) and vehicular ad hoc net-
works (VANETs). Providing computational services to road users
through the VANET-Cloud is discussed in Bitam et al. [26]. This
is particularly relevant to the current work in the context of the
CoT environment managing a logistics SLA, which is dependent
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on the safety, security, and reliability of the transport system. A
security mechanism to increase reliability of the vehicular safety
application is proposed in [27]. This mechanism introduces addi-
tional measures to the security procedures both at the transmitter
and receiver,which show improvements in terms of safety andQoS
metrics.

2.2. Prediction via social media

Recently, many researchers have attempted to use social me-
dia to detect or predict earthquakes [9], crime [10], city traffic
events [11], riots [12], strikes and protests [13], product sales [28]
and the stockmarket [29]. A recent survey on the predictive power
of social media also identified most of the aforementioned appli-
cation areas [30]. It also discussed a two-level approach consisting
of the fine-grained and coarse-grained analysis of social media
contents. The fine-grained analysis generates a signal (e.g., emo-
tions, topics) from a social media post or tweet of an individual
user. In coarse-grained analysis, a collection of such signals helps
domain experts produce insights for predicting the outcome of a
real-world event such as elections [31]. In the case of Twitter, a
tweet representing some sentiment, emotion, volume, or topic can
be considered as signals, while the importance of each of these
parameters varies greatly depending on the event and its domain,
which makes prediction from social media a real challenge. For
example, evaluating the sentiments and emotions of the public
towards an electoral candidate is very important in predicting the
outcome of an election [31], however the same information may
not be as critical in the context of disaster management because
the sentiments may be largely negative about the disaster [30].
High-level predictions about real-world events requires not only
taking into account a considerably large number of signals but also
evaluating present and historical contexts that vary with location
and time. Judgments about some real-world event, such as elec-
tions, may not only depend on individual signals but may require
additional sub-topics such as unemployment, foreign policy etc.
to determine the diverse variety of signals. Consequently, state-
of-the-art applications, such as Twitris [32] and OSoMe [33], have
been developed to process and analyse huge real-time socialmedia
data to predict various real-world events. A well-known example
of a correct prediction is the 2016 US presidential elections using
a social media analytics platform [32]. The researchers conducted
real-time predictive analysis making an accurate prediction by
analysing state-level signals, such as those from Florida and Ohio,
which were considered swing states.

The research work carried out in this paper falls in the area
of the extraction of external events from social media and its
impact assessment on SLAs, the supply chain and logistics. Little
work has been done to investigate the prediction power of social
media in this area. Important work in this area was conducted by
O’Leary [34] who investigated the capability of social media for
its current and potential impact on the supply chain. This work
also investigated the use of tags from social media to extend on-
tology for the supply chain. However, this work neither extracted
events from tweets nor performed an impact assessment on SLA
which currentwork examines. Chae [35] proposed a framework for
analysing supply chain tweets using the hashtag #supplychain and
Twitter analytics. The proposed framework in this work combines
descriptive analytics, content analytics (integrating text mining
and sentiment analysis) and network analytics (relying on network
visualization). This work also highlights the current use of Twitter
in supply chain contexts and also develops insights into the poten-
tial role of Twitter for supply chain practice and research. However,
most of this work relies on the manual interpretation and analysis
of tweets while our proposed approach automatically learns the
potential external events from incoming tweets using a training

set. Moreover, our work uses the predictive power of Twitter for
impact assessment on SLA violation and the supply chainwhich the
aforementioned work does not tackle. Furthermore, our proposed
framework employs semantic similarity for tweet content analysis
as well as considers the spatial and temporal resolution of tweets
to identify potential events, which highlights the key differences
between the aforementioned studies and the work presented in
this paper.

3. Proposed framework for proactive SLA violation identifica-
tion by capturing relevant external events

In this section, the proposed framework for proactive SLA vio-
lation identification by capturing relevant external events is pre-
sented. Fig. 1 shows the four modules of the proposed framework.

The roles and responsibilities of each module are as follows:
SLA modelling and identification of relevant external events mod-

ule: This module takes the SLA document being proactively mon-
itored for SLA violation identification and models the nested and
composite relationships present between the SLOs. It then identi-
fies the different relevant external events which, if they occur, will
negatively impact the SLOs and the SLA in general. The working of
this module is explained in Section 4.

External Event Processing Module: After the external events rel-
evant to the SLA are identified, this module takes a Twitter stream
as input and annotates entities in each tweet using a training
model. Each annotated entity of a tweet is assigned a relevant
external event from the risk events corpus based on its semantic
similarity with them. Tweets whose annotated events match with
those identified as external events of interest to the SLA are further
filtered based on their location and timestamp. If these factors are
satisfied, then the identified relevant external event is assigned a
probability of occurrence which shows a measure of its strength
based on the frequency of that event in the Twitter stream. The
working of this module is explained in Section 5.

Impact Assessment Module: The impact assessment module as-
certains the impact of relevant external events on the SLOs. In other
words, this module determines the variation in a SLO from its QoS
values defined in the SLA, due to the occurrence of the relevant
external event according to its severity. The impact is determined
by considering the different types of impacts, such as financial,
service, reputation etc. The working of this module is explained in
Section 6.

Reasoning and Decision Support Module: The occurrence of any
event initiates the framework’s ability to capture the QoS values
related to the SLOs being monitored and store them in QoS repos-
itory. The event may be triggered due to some external factors,
such as the occurrence of a strike at a particular location or it can
occur due to internal factors, such as QoS performance variation or
degradation at different points during the service execution. In case
of the event being an external one, its probability of occurrence and
its impact on the SLOs are determined. Once the probability and
the impact of the relevant external event on the SLOs have been
determined, this module ascertains the final state of the SLA using
the composite relationships modelled in the first module. Logical
and probabilistic reasoning is used to predict if any potential SLA
violation is going to occur or not. The working of this module is
explained in Section 7.

The sequence of the steps for proactive SLA violation identifi-
cation by capturing relevant external events is shown in Fig. 2. In
module 1, based on the SLA, the service user should first identify
which guarantee terms (GTs) of the SLA will be impacted by exter-
nal events. These identified relevant external events are saved in
the risk events repository. Next, in module 2, real-time information
related to the CoT setup is analysed and associated events are
extracted. These extracted events are analysed to see if theymatch
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Fig. 1. Different modules for proactive SLA violation identification by capturing relevant external events.

with those identified as external events of interest to the SLA
by analysing their characteristics, such as semantically matching
event terms, location, time etc. If a match with the relevant exter-
nal event is found, then in module 3, its probability of occurrence
along with its severity is computed and their impact on the SLOs
is quantified. In module 4, the impact of the occurrence of the
relevant external event on the final state of the SLA is determined
by using logical and probabilistic reasoning.

4. SLA modelling and identification of relevant external events
module

As described previously, the prerequisite for the external event
processing module to start working is to identify the relevant
external events that can impact the SLOs of the SLA. This is achieved
in the SLA modelling and identification of relevant external events
modulewhich has four steps. The first step is to model the SLA and
identify the nested relationships between the SLOs of the SLA. The
second step is to formalize the states in which the SLOs can be in
at different points of time to determine the final state of the SLA.
The third step is to determine the composite relationships present
between the different SLOs thatwill help determine the state of the

SLA. The fourth step is to identify the different relevant external
events that can impact the SLOs of the SLA. Each step is explained
in detail below.

4.1. Modelling the SLA according to the nested relationships present
between the SLOs

In this section, we explain the preliminaries of modelling aWS-
Agreement [36] SLA in multi-valued logic form. A WS-Agreement
SLA consists of one or more SLOs. Each SLO is referred to as a
guarantee term (GT) that needs to be satisfied as defined in the
SLA to prevent the violation of the overall SLA. The GTs can be in
a hierarchical or nested structure in the SLA. For example, Fig. 3
shows the relationships between the GTs that are extracted from
a textual WS-Agreement SLA. GT2 and GT3 are nested under GT1
and GT5 and GT6 are nested under GT4 but GT7 is not nested or
dependent on other GTs.

Each GT is further classified either as an individual guarantee
term (IGT) or composite guarantee term (CGT) depending upon its
relationships with the other GTs in the SLA. These are explained
further as follows:
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Fig. 2. Flow chart showing the sequence of steps in the proposed system.

1. Individual Guarantee Term (IGT).An IGT is an individual guar-
antee term in the SLA. In other words, these are GTs that are
not dependent on other GTs for their final state. For example,
from Fig. 3, GT2, GT3, GT5, GT6 and GT7 are IGTs.

2. Composite Guarantee Term (CGT). A CGT is a guarantee term
which is the result of the combination of two or more IGTs.
In other words, these are GTs that are dependent on other
IGTs. For example, from Fig. 3, GT1 and GT4 and the SLA are
CGTs.

3. Guarantee Term (GT). As previously mentioned, each GT is
an SLO of the SLA. The GT can either be a CGT or IGT at
different points in time. For example, from Fig. 3, when IGTs,
GT2 and GT3 are being combined to ascertain the state of
GT1, then GT1 is a CGT. But when GT1, GT7 and GT4 are being
combined to ascertain the state of the SLA, then each of them
is an IGT. So, hereon in this paper, to avoid confusion when

determining the state of a CGT, an IGT or CGT is represented
simply as a GT.

4.2. Defining the possible states in which the GTs can be at different
points in time

When the chance of SLA violation is being determined, the
commitment of each GT to its defined QoS value needs to be
ascertained. This is done by comparing its defined QoS constraints
in the SLA with the recently monitored QoS values. This run-
time commitment of each GT to its defined constraint values is
measured and expressed in one of the following three states [4]:

1. Satisfied (S). If the runtimeQoSof theGT iswithin the defined
constraints of the SLA, then it is represented as satisfied.
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Fig. 3. Different levels of nested relationships between GTs of an SLA.

2. Violated (V). If the runtime QoS of the GT is not within the
constraints as specified in the SLA, then it is represented as
violated.

3. Uncertain (U): If a GT can neither (a) be evaluated as satisfied
nor violated as it cannot be measured [37] or (b) is in the
range that is near to the defined QoS constraint, then it
is represented as uncertain. The reason for not being able
to measure a GT is because dynamic QoS monitoring from
the external sources, such as online third party monitoring,
may represent situations such as missing QoS or imprecise
QoS [37]. Also, situations where the QoS value of a GT is
near the defined constraint are too represented to be in an
uncertain state [4].

GTs can either be in a satisfied, violated or uncertain state during
SLA execution. For GTs like GT1 and GT4 of Fig. 3, their final states
are dependent on the composition relationships between the dif-
ferent underlying GTs. These compositor relationships are namely
All Compositor, OneorMore Compositor and ExactlyOne Compositor,
as explained in the next sub-section.

4.3. Different possible compositor relationships between the GTs

All, OneorMore and ExactlyOne are compositors to join one or
more GTs (for example GT2 and GT3 of Fig. 3) and find the state
of the resulting GT (for example GT1). The result from these com-
positors is dependent on the states of the individual GTs (for
example GT2 and GT3) and the intended state of the resulting GT
(for example GT1) to be achieved, whereupon, in this work, we
consider it to be satisfied. With these assumptions, the output of
each compositor is as follows:

1. All Compositor: An All compositor combinesmultiple GTs and
represents the CGT as being in its intended state (satisfied
state) when all of its GTs are in a satisfied state and/or when
they are in either a satisfied or uncertain state. The CGT is in
a violated state if even one of its GTs is in a violated state. The
CGT is in an uncertain state if the GTs are all in an uncertain
state.

2. OneOrMore Compositor: An OneOrMore compositor combines
multiple GTs and represents the CGT as being in its intended
state (satisfied state) when at least one of the GTs is in a
satisfied state. The CGT is in a violated state when none of its
GTs are in a satisfied state and at least one GT is in a violated
state. The CGT is in an uncertain state when all of its GTs are
in an uncertain state.

3. ExactlyOne Compositor: An ExactlyOne compositor combines
multiple GTs and represents the CGT as being in its intended
state (satisfied state) when only one of its GTs is in a satisfied
state. The CGT is in a violated state when either more than
one GT is in a satisfied state or there is no GT in a satisfied
state. The CGT is in an uncertain state when all of its GTs are
in an uncertain state.

The state of the resulting GT using the All, OneOrMore and Exact-
lyOne compositors on two GTs is shown in Table 1. For example, in
rule 1, when both GTs are in a satisfied state, the All and OneOrMore
compositors give the state of the resulting GT as satisfied.However,
the ExactlyOne compositor gives the resulting GT state as violated
as, according to its definition, for it to be in a satisfied state, exactly
oneGTmust be in that state. For amore detailed explanation of this
logic with examples, readers are referred to our previous work [4].

4.4. Identifying the different relevant external events that can impact
the GTs of the SLA along with their location boundary

The objective of this step is to identify the relevant external
events that have the potential to impact on the SLA GTs.

Identifying which external events impact on the GTs of the SLA
is a two-step process.

• The first step is to manually map the GTs to the external risk
events. The logic here is that if the external risk events occur,
then they will negatively impact the GTs to which they are
mapped. These external risk events (shown in the External
risk events columnof Table 2) are extracted from theWordNet
ontology and we assume that an organization has predefined
them under the risk category, as shown in Table 2. The aim
of the SLA manager in this step is to link these external risk
events (such as protests, incidents, natural disasters, labor
disputes etc.) to the GTs they will negatively impact . Sim-
ilarly, external risk events such as accidents, labor strikes,
rainstorms etc. can negatively impact a GT relating to the
transportation risk category.

• The second step is to assign a location boundary to each
external risk event identified as impacting a GT in step 1. For
example, if in step 1, an external risk event such as a labor
strike is identified as negatively impacting a GT, an important
point to note here is that this holds true if such an external
risk event happens around a geographic location where the
organization in question is located. So, in step 2, we assign
the location boundary in kilometres which signifies that if
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Table 1
Truth values of compositor elements.
Rule # GT 1 GT 2 Resulting GT (All) Resulting GT (OneOrMore) Resulting GT (ExactlyOne)

1 S S S S V
2 S V V S S
3 S U S S S
4 V S V S S
5 V V V V V
6 V U V V V
7 U S S S S
8 U V V V V
9 U U U U U

Table 2
Potential relevant external event (EE) types.
Risk category External risk events

Supplier risk protests, terror incidents, political instability, tournaments, economic issues, natural disasters,
epidemics, labor strikes, marathons, climate change, pandemics, concerts, fires, quality issues.

Transportation risk road construction/repairs, accidents, logistic provider carrier capacity, transportation cost
changes, airport proximity, labor strikes, weather, rainstorms, deluges.

the external risk event (identified in step 1) occurs within
a radius of defined kilometres of a particular location, then
it will negatively impact the GT. At the end of this step, as
shown in Fig. 4, we will have the GTs of the SLA linked with
relevant external risk events, each represented by a tuple {EE,
locbdy} where EE defines the relevant external risk event that
can impact them and locbdy defines the location boundary
with the radius in kilometres, defined in terms of latitude and
longitude.

5. External event processing module

In this section, we explain the proposed methodology for the
impact assessment of an external event for SLA violation predic-
tion. Social media (e.g. Twitter) is a useful tool to capture in-
formation about real-world events happening around the world.
An important characteristic of Twitter is the real-time nature of
tweets, which can be used to detect the occurrence of real-time
events such as earthquakes [9]. But the challenge of extracting such
events from a Twitter stream is that it is an open domain textual
data. This means it may not follow any rules of grammar, which
makes it harder to process using traditional techniques. So, our
approach is to first analyse the Twitter stream to identify what
events they relate to and then see if they match with the relevant
external events that impact the GTs. To do this, we process the
external events fromaTwitter streamof data in four steps: (i) event
annotation of a Twitter data stream (ii) identifying the presence
of negation in tweets and determining its strength (iii) extracting
tweet events and matching them with the identified relevant ex-
ternal events (iv) filtering the matched events according to their
location boundary and (v) event aggregation and the probability of
the occurrence of a relevant external event.

5.1. Event annotation of twitter data stream

In this step, different entities are annotated and identified from
tweets. For this purpose, we follow a similar approach to that
presented in Anantraman et al. [11] with some modifications. A
tweet (tweetn) is considered as a sequence of tokens. The tokens
of a tweet are obtained by using the token(tweetn). Each token
of a tweet is assigned a label and a suffix (also known as a tag),
using a variant of BIO (Beginning, Inside, Outside) notation [38].
For a single word entity, the label B-suffix is used. For a multi-word
phrase, label B-suffix is used for the first word while I-suffix is used
for all the remaining words in the phrase. The suffix represents the
nature of the phrase’s word. In other words, a suffix represents

if the phrase’s word is a location or event or time. For example,
if a location entity phrase such as ‘Northcott Drive Canberra’ is
annotated using the BIO notation, we get ‘Northcott’ as B-Location,
‘Drive’ as I-Location and ‘Canberra’ as I-Location. Similarly, an event
phrase can also be annotated using B-Event and I-Event tags. For
example, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the phrase ‘Labor strike is tomor-
row’ is annotated as ‘Labor’ as B-Event, ‘strike’ as I-Event’, ‘is’ as
O, and ‘tomorrow’ as B-Time. If a phrase’s word does not refer to
an entity (such as events or locations), then the O-suffix is used to
label it. In general, the tag set is represented as, Tagset = {B-Event,
I-Event, B-Location, I-Location, B-Time, I-Time, O}.

A bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) combined
with conditional random field (CRF) is used to annotate each
tweet’s token in our approach. A Bi-LSTM-CRF model is a combi-
nation of (i) Bi-LSTM, which can use both past and future input
tokens for event annotation, and (ii) CRF, which is an undirected
graphical model containing sentence level tag information. The
Bi-LSTM-CRF is trained on a set of tokens as events extracted
from the Twitter training dataset (given in [11]) and Wordnet
ontology concepts which represent potential external risk events
(shown in Table 2 and described in Section 4.4). As shown in
Fig. 5(a), a CRF model’s output is a set S = {tokens(tweetn), Tag set}

where tokens(tweetn) represents a word extracted from a tweet
and Tag set represents its annotated BIO-suffix. The CRF model
computes scores (represented as fθ ) for all possible combinations
of the input variable. The input variable combination represents
the dependency which is present between (a) neighbouring tags
(tag i, tagi+1) (b) tags and sequence (tag1, token1), . . . ,(tag i, tokeni),
. . . ,(tagm, tokenm) where tagi ∈ Tagset and tokeni ∈ tokens(tweetn)
[11]. The score of the input variable combination (e.g. (tagi, tagi+1))
is denoted as fθ (tagi, tagi+1) and it represents the number of times
tag i is encountered before tag i+1. This allows the CRF model to
predict the most suitable tag for a token in a sentence. Combining
the CRFwith Bi-LSTM component enhances the annotation process
by efficiently using the past and future tags to predict the current
tag. Bi-LSTM-CRF computes scores fθ along with transition score
[A]i,j tomodel transition from ith state to jth state [39]. The function
fθ becomes f ′

θ = fθ ∪ [A]i,j, which improves the accuracy of
annotation. We trained the Bi-LSTM-CRF model by using Parts of
Speech (POS)-tagged data of different tweets. For each tweet, this
model returns the input twitter data stream in the form of tuple
(e, t, l) where e consists of event terms, t represents the time or
day, and l represents the location. An example of our objective of
annotating an event with time of occurrence in a tweet is shown
in Fig. 5. Our primary objective in this step is to accurately identify
events. If an event is identified but its location and time are not
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Fig. 4. Different external events and the GTs they impact along with the location boundary.

Fig. 5. Event annotation models for Twitter data stream.

found from the tweet, thenwe identify them from the GPS location
and the timing of the tweet respectively. This is done in the event
extraction step.

5.2. Identifying the presence of negation in tweets and determining
the emotion strength of annotated events

Once the tweets are annotated with event terms, they are first
checked for the presence of negation. This is important to deter-
mine if an event is actually happening. For example, the tweet ’no
strike tomorrow’ represents that the event ‘strike’ will not happen
tomorrow. In such a case, this event is not considered further by
our framework as it will not happen and does not pose a risk that
will lead to SLA violation. Negation in linguistics represents the
process of inverting the sentiment of a word. Some examples of
negation words in the English language are ‘not’, ‘no’, ‘n’t’, ‘none’,
‘never’. Moreover, some verbs are implicitly used to represent
negation when used with specific nouns e.g. strike cancelled. So,
in this check, the annotated event terms from step 5.1 are used
to check if negation is present in the tweets. If so, then such
events are assigned a strength of −1 and they, along with the
tweets they are coming from are not considered further. However,
before completely disregarding such events, the timestamp t ′ of
their tweets is noted. This is because in the set of events that are
processed in a series, there may be a possibility that a similar
event to the one which is assigned a strength of −1 (from tweet
of timestamp t ′) is encountered again from a tweet at timestamp
t ′′. In such cases, it is checked that if t ′′ > t ′, then it means that the
eventwhichwas discarded ismentioned again in a later tweet; and
in the case of no negation present in the tweet with timestamp t ′′
then that event is not discarded and is considered further. If t ′′ < t ′,

then itmeans that the eventwhich is discarded due to the presence
of negation at timestamp t ′ is the most recent one, and it remains
discarded from further analysis.

Events from tweets which do not have any negation are as-
signed a strength value of +1. But assigning this value to events
that do not have negation associated with them does not capture
the intensity of emotion or sentiment present in them. For ex-
ample, the following two annotated events of ‘strike’ and ‘maybe
strike’ will be assigned the same strength value of +1. This is
not correct as the second event involves some uncertainty, which
needs to be captured to adequately represent its strength value
[40]. In our approach, we do this by utilizing adverbs. Adverbs
can be categorized into five types according to [41]: (i) affirma-
tion: e.g. exactly, certainly (ii) intensifier e.g. surely, extremely (iii)
doubt: e.g. seemingly, apparently (iv)weakener e.g. slightly,weakly
and (v) negation: e.g. hardly, barely. Once an initial sentiment
strength of+1 is assigned to an event, its value is increased to+0.5
if an affirmation or intensifier adverb is encountered in this tweet.
For instance, the event strike in a tweet ‘strike is surely tomorrow’
gets a strength value of 1 + 0.5 = 1.5. Similarly, if a doubt or
weakener adverb is encountered in the tweet, then the sentiment
strength of the annotated event is decreased by−0.5. For instance,
‘Probably strike is tomorrow’ gets a sentiment strength value of
1 − 0.5 = 0.5.

5.3. Extracting tweet events and matching these with identified rele-
vant external events

In this step, annotated events from processed tweets are ex-
tracted and analysed to determine if they match with the external
events of interest to the SLA. In other words, the events of each
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processed tweet from Section 5.1 represented by e from the tuple
(e, t, l) are extracted with the objective to match it to its most
relevant external event (EE). Matching e with EE also addresses the
problem of different tweets using different terms to refer to the
same event. For example, some tweets may use the term typhoon
to refer to a tropical storm (EE) whereas some may refer to it as
a hurricane. Similarly, rainstorm and deluge can be used to refer
to the same event, floods (EE). Once e is matched in the WordNet
ontology, bymeasuring the semantic similarity of ewith EE, similar
event terms e can be clustered into the same relevant external
event EE. The level of match is determined by using an ontology-
based approach [42] that considers the taxonomical categorization
of concepts represented in theWordNet ontology to determine the
semantic distance between any two concepts.We consider that the
set of taxonomical features associated with a concept includes all
the upper hierarchical concepts that subsume it. More specifically,
given two concepts, this approach considers the degree of overlap
between their common taxonomical features as proportional to
their similarity and the degree of disjunction between their non-
common taxonomical features as a function of their dissimilarity.
Using the notations introduced by [42], the normalized similarity
is computed as a function of dissimilarity between concept a and b
according to their taxonomical features, which is given as follows:

S (a, b) = (1 − log2

(
1+

|∅ (a) \∅ (b)| + |∅ (b) \∅ (a)|
|∅ (a) \∅ (b)| + |∅ (b) \∅ (a)| + |∅ (a) ∩ ∅ (b)|

)
) (1)

where: |∅ (a) \∅ (b)| represents the set of differential (non-
common) features of awith respect to b,

|∅ (b) \∅ (a)| represents the set of differential features of bwith
respect to a, and

|∅ (a) ∩ ∅ (b)| represents the set of common features of a and
b.

For example, Fig. 6 shows a portion of the WordNet ontology
where the similarity between the concepts of strike and protest is
computed as:

∅ (strike) = {strike, job action, boycott, protest, resistance,
group action, human action,
event, psychological feature, abstraction, entity}

∅ (protest) = {protest, resistance, group action, human action,
event, psychological feature, abstraction, entity}

From these sets of features, the similarity of these concepts
using Eq. (1) is:

S (strike, protest) = (1 − log2

(
1 +

3 + 0
3 + 0 + 8

)
)= 0.65

A similaritymeasure close to 1 represents similar conceptswhereas
a similarity measure close to 0 represents dissimilarity. Usually,
concepts with less semantic distance, such as subsumption
(parent–child) or siblings’ relationship, in the WordNet ontology
are semantically similar concepts. Therefore, we assume concepts
with such relationships are semantically similar and group them
into one relevant external event. After events terms e are identified
from tweets, their similarity to all the EEs is computed and if
their similarity is above a threshold value β of 0.6, then they are
considered to be related to the EE. In the case of an e having a
similarity match value greater than the threshold with more than
one EE, then e is matched to the EE with the highest similarity
match.

The process of matching e with EE works well if e is a single
word event. In caseswhere e ismulti-word such as labor strike then
challenges occur as the WordNet ontology is not fully multi-word.

To resolve this issue, we breakdown e into individual words and
try to find amatch for each word of ewith the nodes or concepts of
the WordNet ontology. If there is a match, then the multi-word e
is matched to that concept of the WordNet ontology. For example,
if e is labor strike, then it is broken down into labor and strike. The
word strikematcheswith a concept of theWordNet ontology as the
word and in this case, ewhich is labor strike ismatched to the strike
concept of the WordNet ontology. In a case where each individual
word of e consists of WordNet concepts, then the similarity of
each concept to its EE is determined and the multi-word e is
matched to that concept which has the highest similarity match
with EE. Another challenge is how to handle two similar concepts,
for example, protest and strike which have both been identified as
EE by the cloud service manager. This is addressed by assigning
a priority to each of them by the cloud service manager. The one
with the higher priority can used to cluster similar event terms
that come under it. Alternatively, the clustering of such similar
event terms can be prevented in the similaritymatching process by
increasing the threshold value β . Even if two different events are
clustered into a single relevant external event in this step, location-
based filtering can filter out events occurring at different locations.
This is explained in the following section.

5.4. Filtering matched events according to their location boundary

To determine if an event e, which is matched to a relevant ex-
ternal event, is occurring within the radius of the defined location
boundary locbdy,weuseGeohash. Geohash splits a specified region
into grids, as shown in Fig. 7 of the greater Sydney area. It converts
the geolocation information to an alphanumeric hash value, which
is unique to each grid. The size of the grid is determined by the
geohash length which ranges from 1 to 8 characters. The GPS
location of the tweet, which mentions event e, is used to find out
the grid to which it belongs. A unique identifier of the grid is
assigned to the location information (l) of the tweet in the tuple
(e, t, l). This identifier is then used to filter events e based on
their location and determine the number of tweets referring to an
external event EE within and outside the location boundary locbdy
of EE. As a rule of thumb, we choose a suitable size of the geohash
depending upon the radius of locbdy of EE.

5.5. Event aggregation and probability of occurrence of relevant ex-
ternal event

The next step is to aggregate all e related to EE and ascertain
EE’s probability of occurrence. It is important to note that the
probability of occurrence of EE is computed if the number of tweets
mentioning it is greater than a defined threshold Ω . The logic
behind this is that if there is only one tweet mentioning a relevant
external event EE, then it may not be significant to consider as
compared to another EE for which there are, say, more than 20
tweets. We consider the value for Ω as 5 in our approach. Eq. (2)
aggregates and computes the probability of occurrence of EE:

Pr (EE) = AvgSim(e ∈ EE)

∗

(
[Strength of tweets within locbdy]

[Total strength of tweets related to EE]

)
,

if Ftweets (EE) > Ω (2)

where Pr (EE) represents the probability of occurrence of relevant
external event EE,

AvgSim(e ∈ EE) represents the average of the similarity value
of various e related to EE,

[Strength of tweets within locbdy] represents the strength of
tweets for e related to EE which are within the location boundary
locbdy,
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Fig. 6. Portion of WordNet Ontology showing different words and their relationships.

Fig. 7. Geohash of the greater Sydney area.

[Total strength of tweets related to EE] represents the total
strength of tweets for all e clustered into EE,

Ftweets (EE) represents the total number of tweets with event
e clustered into EE.

To compute
(

[Strength of tweets within locbdy]
[Total strength of tweets related to EE]

)
, strength value of

every tweet clustered into EE is added. If most of the tweets are
outside the locbdy, it results in less probability of the occurrence to
be determined for the relevant external event EE and vice versa.

Algorithm 1 shows theworking of the external event extraction
from the annotated Twitter data by analysing the semantic, spatial,
and temporal characteristics of the tweets. It takes the annotated

tweets reported in a specified time interval ∆t and then clusters
each tweet, represented by the tuple (e, t, l), to potential external
event. First of all, the semantic similarity of event terms e with
the relevant external event EE is computed (lines 5–10). If the
similarity between e and EE is above β , then the meta data of that
tweet is linked to EE (line 8). All event terms ewhich have been as-
signed the same EE are grouped into one event type represented as
E[type] (lines 12–14). The grouped clusters are then filtered based
on location tomatch the locbdy of EE (lines 15–18).We assume that
most of the tweets discussing a particular external event EE should
be located within the proximity of its defined locbdy in order to
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have any impact on the SLA. Therefore, the location of tweets
clustered in E[type] are matched with the locbdy of that external
event EE (line 18). The uncertainty in determining the content
and location of the relevant external event is represented by the
Pr(E[type]) (line 19). If the majority of tweets belonging to E[type]
are within locbdy, then the probability of EE’s occurrence is higher
and vice versa. Finally, all the processed E[type]s are returned in the
form of a vector EV (line 23–30), where each E[type] is identified by
etype, as shown in Eq. (3).

EV = (etype, eloc, est , eet , epr ) (3)

where etype represents relevant external event,
eloc represents its location,
est and eet represents its starting time and ending time respec-

tively, and
epr represents its probability.
From this stage onwards, we only consider etype as the relevant

external events rather than EE, because from Eq. (2), not all EEswill
satisfy the required threshold of Ω for them to be considered any
further.

6. Impact assessment module

The aim of this module is to ascertain the impact of each rele-
vant external event etype on the GT to which it is linked in Fig. 4. In

real-world CoT applications, the consequences of an external event
etype impacting a GT can be experienced in many different business
KPIs, such as financial, service, reputation etc. In this paper, we
focus on financial and service impacts. Financial impact refers to
the monetary loss incurred due to disruption and is represented
as financial loss (f loss) whereas, service impact refers to the failure
of a service providing the required QoS due to disruptions [5] and
is represented as recovery time (r time) as given in Table 3. Such
impacts on a GT will have a snowball effect on other GTs that are
dependent on it. As our objective in this paper is to pre-ascertain
the chances of SLA violation occurring, we focus on the service
QoS factors only while determining the impact which the external
event will have on the GTs.

To ascertain the impact of etype on GT, we first need to ascertain
the severity of disruption (sdisrup) caused by it. As shown in Eq. (4),
sdisrup is dependent on two factors, namely the recovery time (r time)
and financial loss (f loss).

sdisrupetype = rtimeetype ⊙ flossetype (4)

where sdisrupetype ∈ (0, 1) represents the severity of disruption
on the GT due to external event etype, rtimeetype represents the time
required for the CoT SLA to recover in its operations due to etype,
flossetype represents the financial loss that will be incurred due to
etype, and ⊙ is a fuzzy Mamdani join operator.
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Table 3
History of past disruptions due to external events along with the recovery time and financial loss [5].
Disruption cause Description (etype) Discovery Recovery time (rtime) Financial loss (floss)

External Terrorism Same day 1 week Tens of millions
External Supplier labor strike Same day 100 days Unable to disclose
Natural disaster Snowstorm Same day Weeks Expired product, unknown
External Terrorism Same day weeks Cost not important
External 3PL merger 2–3 weeks 2–4 months $0, cost recovered from provider
Natural disaster Hurricane Same day Unknown –
Internal Product quality failure Weeks Months $100 million
Natural disaster Flooding Same day unknown Some freight costs
Internal Product recall weeks 6 months $50-60 millions
External Supplier quality Same day 45 days $0, cost recovered from supplier
External War in supplier’s country 1 week weeks Cost not important
External Supplier quality Same day weeks 20%–30% premium transportation
Internal Improper import docs. 1 week 2 weeks ‘‘considerable payments to customer’’
External Supplier delay (transport) Same day 2 weeks >$60,000
External Supplier quality Weeks 10 months Air freight costs
External Supply chain coordination Weeks 3 months Overtime labor costs
Internal Product recall Same day Unknown $5 million
External Transportation labor strike Same day 2-4 weeks >$300,000
External Supplier quality Weeks Weeks Unknown
External Raw material shortage Weeks Months $1 million
External 3PL warehouse startup Same day 8 months $3-7 million
Natural disaster Hurricane Same day Unknown Small financial impact
External Customs delay Same day Unknown Premium freight
External Customs delay Same day 1-2 weeks <$100,000
Natural disaster Snowstorm 1 week <2 months $0
Natural disaster Hurricane Same day 2 weeks $0
External Customs delay Same day 6 days $0
External Product transport damage Same day 2 days Minor labor costs
Internal Product quality failure Same day Weeks $2 million
Natural disaster Hurricane Same day Weeks $10 million
External Demand spike 1 week 12 weeks Minor freight costs
External Customs delay Same day 4 months $0
External Transportation availability Same day 10 weeks $0
External Supplier quality Same day Unknown $0

Table 4
Fuzzy rules for measuring the severity of disruption (sdisrupetype) due to external event etype .

If Recovery time (rtime) and Financial cost ( floss) then sdisrupetype
If High and High then High
If High and Medium then High
If High and Low then High
If Medium and High then High
If Medium and Medium then High
If Medium and Low then Low
If Low and High then High
If Low and Medium then Low
If Low and Low then Low

To determine the values for rtime and floss, we consider that the
CoT SLA manager will have the information shown in Table 3 [5].
The table represents the past impacts whichwere experienced due
to external event etype, the time required to recover from them
(rtime - represented by the column recovery time of Table 3) and
the financial loss incurred due to that event (floss is represented by
the column financial loss). A Mamdani fuzzy inference system is
used by the CoT SLA manager to translate the linguistic values for
rtime and floss to fuzzy sets of low, medium and high and the resulting
sdisrupetype is determined on the fuzzy sets of low or high by using
fuzzy rules of Table 4.

After this, the impact of the external event etype on a GT can be
determined by using Eq. (5).

Impetype→GT = epr ⊕ sdisrupetype→GT (5)

where Impetype→GT ∈ (0, 1) represents the impact of the external
event etype on a GT, epr comes from Eq. (3), which represents the
probability of occurrence of the external event etype. sdisrupetype→GT
from Eq. (4) represents the severity of disruption on the GT due to
the external event etype. ⊕ is a fuzzy Mamdani join operator.

As sdisrupetype→GT is determined on the fuzzy sets, Impetype→GT
too is determined as a fuzzy variable before being defuzzified to

Table 5
Fuzzy rules for impact of etype on a GT (Impetype→GT ).

If epr and sdisrupetype→GT then Impetype→GT

If High and High then High
If High and Low then Low
If Low and High then High
If Low and Low then Low

ascertain its crisp output. Table 5 presents the fuzzy rules for
determining Impetype→GT on the fuzzy sets of low and high. The
membership function of Impetype→GT is shown in Fig. 8. By defuzzi-
fying the fired rules of Table 5, a crisp value for Impetype→GT value
over a range of (0, 1) inclusive is obtained.

In the scenario of more than one relevant external event etype
impacting a GT (for example GT1 of Fig. 12) then the Impetype→GT is
computed as shown in Eq. (6) bounded to a maximum value of 1.

Impetype→GT =

n∑
i=1

Impetypei→GT (6)
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Fig. 8. Fuzzy membership function for Impetype→GT .

where Impetype→GT represents the impact of a relevant external
event etype on a GT, n represents the number of relevant external
event etype impacting a GT.

7. Reasoning and decision-making module

The objective of this module is to ascertain if the SLA’s state is
going to be violated or not. It will do this by utilizing the informa-
tion captured until nowwhich is related to the SLA, the compositor
relationships between its GTs and the impact of the relevant exter-
nal events on them. If the SLA’s state is determined as violated, then
the CoT SLA manager can immediately take preventive steps to
bring the SLA’s state back to satisfied and avoid the consequences.
To achieve the intended goal, the reasoning and decision-making
module has two steps. The first step initializes the reasoning and
decision-making module in two aspects. The first aspect takes
the nested relationships present between SLA GTs as shown in
Fig. 3 and the second aspect models it by using the compositor
relationships present between a CGT and its constituting GTs (from
Section 4.3). This is utilized in the second step, where based on a
set of observed events e which can be both internal and external
events, reasoning is performed to ascertain the final state of the
SLA. The working of each step is explained in the next sections.

7.1. Initializing the reasoning and decision-making module

Event calculus as an approach is used to model the nested and
composite relationship present between the GTs [4]. Algorithm
2 shows the working of this module. An initial knowledge base
(KB(0)) with initial facts, domain-independent axioms (Σ) and do-
main axioms (∆(0)) is initialized (line 1–3). The QoS constraints of
GTs defined in the SLA are represented as state constraints (Ψ ) (line
4). Next, effect constraints (E1) that represent the transition of GTs
from one state to another according to the composite relationships
present between them are defined (line 5). These dependencies are
captured in the form of rules and stored in the KB. When a set of
observed events e (from Section 7.2) is given to the reasoning and
decision-making module, then some of these rules represented by
the symbol Ō(t) (line 7) are triggered to ascertain the final state of
a GT.

7.2. Reasoning process based on a set of observed events e

The reasoning process takes as inputs the sequence of observed
events e and processes them to determine the GTs state at time
t + 1, represented by KB(t+1). The updates are validated against the
state constraints to determine the states of a GT at time t + 1 (lines
8–10). At that time, a GT can either be a known or unknown GT.

(i) KnownG:T ThoseGTswhose states at a time instant t + 1 are
known either as a direct result of the impact from observed
events e or due to its interdependence on/fromother GTs are
termed as known GTs. In other words, known GTs are those
GTs O = {gt1, gt2,. . . , gtn} whose state at any time t + 1 is
known either to be in a violated, satisfied or uncertain state
due to the occurrence of observed events e (line 11–13)

(ii) Unknown GT: Those GTs whose states at a time instant t + 1
are not known are termed as unknown GTs. In other words,
unknown GTs are those GTs whose current state cannot be
determined when the observed events e impact the SLA and
hence their future states are set as not known.

Once the set of observed events e are processed, then the final
state of the SLA at time t + 1 is ascertained to see if it is violated or
not. If it is in a violated state, then the reasoning process stops as
the CoT SLA manager needs to immediately take preventive steps
to bring the SLA’s state back to satisfied. It is important to note
here that it is not necessary to know the state of all the GTs to
ascertain the final state of the SLA. For instance, from Fig. 9 it can
be seen that the states of GT2, GT3 and GT5 are known at any time
instant t. However, at the same time, the states of GT1 and GT4
are unknown which hinders the determination of the final state of
the SLA at time point t + 1. But if any of the known GTs (i.e. GT2
or GT3) are in a violated state, then we know that the SLA is in
a violated state as the compositor between the SLA and GTs is of
type All. In another scenario, if neither GT2 nor GT3 are in a violated
state, then the state of GT1 needs to be determined to ascertain the
final state of the SLA. If the composite join between GT4 and GT5
is OneOrMore or ExactlyOne, then we need to know if the state of
the unknown GT4 is either satisfied or violated or uncertain before
being able to ascertain the final state of the SLA. This is achieved
by probabilistic inferencing using Bayesian networks (line 16), as
explained in the next sub-section. When the state of these GTs is
known, the knowledge base is updated with the new information
to determine the future state of the SLA (lines 17–20).

7.3. Probabilistic inferencing using bayesian networks to ascertain the
state of unknown GTs

When there is interdependency between the known and un-
known GTs as shown in Fig. 10(b), then in such situations, the
state of the unknown GTs can be determined by using dependency
relationships. Bayesian networks provide full representations of
probability distributions and can be conditioned upon any sub-
set of their variables, supporting any direction of reasoning [43].
The direction of reasoning can be between nodes to ascertain
the causes of an effect. To determine the state of unknown GTs,
we use a Bayesian network (BN) which is a probabilistic model
that represents a set of random variables and their conditional
dependencies via a directed acyclic graph. The formed BN model
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Fig. 9. The change in the SLA’s final state according to the compositor relationship
between the GTs.

can be of one of two types, as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) illustrates
the scenario when there is no relevant external event impacting
the GT, whereas Fig. 10(b) illustrates the scenario of the impact of
a relevant external event on theGT. The algorithm2determines the
state of GTs for both scenarios, which are also discussed in detail
in the following sub-sections.

7.3.1. Ascertaining the state of a GT when no relevant external event
impacts on it

Let us assume that at a specific time instant ‘t’, we know the
state ofGT 1 fromFig. 10(a)while the state ofGT 2 is unknown. Then,
according to the Bayesian rule, the probability of CGT being in a
violated state given the state of GT 1 as evidence is:

Pr (CGT |GT1) =

∑
GT2∈s,v,u Pr (CGT ) Pr(GT1,GT2|CGT )∑

GT2∈s,v,u Pr(GT1,GT2)
(7)

In Eq. (7) above, the expression Pr(GT1,GT2|CGT ) is difficult to
estimate when the number of terms increases and therefore, it is
normally replaced with Pr (GT1|CGT ) Pr(GT2|CGT ) as all the GT s
are independent [44]. Therefore, Eq. (7) takes the following form:

Pr (CGT |GT1) =

∑
GT2∈s,v,u Pr (CGT ) Pr (GT1|CGT ) Pr(GT2|CGT )∑

GT2∈s,v,u Pr(GT1,GT2)

(8)

From Eq. (8) above, the term
∑

GT2∈s,v,u Pr(GT1,GT2) can be re-
placed by a normalization constant α = 1/

∑
GT2∈s,v,u Pr(GT1,GT2)

[44]. Hence, Eq. (8) can be written as:

Pr (CGT |GT1) = α
∑

GT2∈s,v,u

Pr (CGT ) Pr (GT1|CGT ) Pr(GT2|CGT ) (9)

Referring back to the scenario depicted in Fig. 10(a), if we know the
states for GT 1 is violated which is represented as v1, then we can
find the probability of the CGT being in a violated state when GT 2
is unknown using Eq. (9):

Pr (CGT (violated) |v1)

= α(Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated) Pr (s2|violated)
+ Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated) Pr (v2|violated)

+ Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated) Pr (u2|violated) ) (10)

7.3.2. Ascertaining the state of a gt while considering the impact of a
relevant external event

As shown in Fig. 10(b), in this scenario, the composite term
(CGT) has two guarantee terms GT1 and GT2 while GT1 is affected
due to a relevant external event etype. Let us suppose we know
the state of GT1 and impact of etype on it while the state of GT2
is unknown. Then, according to the Bayesian rule, the probability
of CGT being in a certain state given the state of GT1 and etype as
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Fig. 10. Dependency relationships between the GTs and relevant external event.

evidence is:

Pr
(
CGT |GT1 ∧ etype

)
=

∑
GT2∈s,v,u Pr (CGT ) Pr(GT1,GT2, etype|GT )Impetype→GT (etype|GT1)∑

GT2∈{s,v,u} Pr
(
GT1,GT2, etype

)
(11)

Similar to Eqs. (8) and (9), Eq. (11) takes the following form:

Pr
(
CGT |GT1 ∧ etype

)
= α

∑
GT2∈s,v,u

Pr (CGT )

× Pr (GT1|CGT ) Pr(GT2|CGT )Impetype→GT (etype|GT1) (12)

Referring to the scenario depicted in Fig. 10(b), if we know that
the state of GT 1 is violated which is represented as v1, the impact
of the relevant external event etype on GT 1 (Impetype→GT (etype|GT1))
as high and the probability of etype being high as evidence, then we
can find the probability of CGT being in a violated state when GT 2
is unknown

Pr (CGT (violated)|v1 ∧ high) = α(Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated)
× Pr (s2|violated) Pr (high|v1)

+ Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated) Pr (v2|violated) Pr (high|v1)

+ Pr (violated) Pr (v1|violated) Pr (u2|violated) Pr (high|v1) ) (13)

Moreover, in this case, the probability of GT1 can also be computed
first using the evidence of the relevant external event, which can
then be used to determine the state of CGT. For example, if Pr (GT1)
represents the probability of GT1 and Impetype→GT (etype|GT1) repre-
sents the impact of etype on GT1. Then Pr

(
GT1|etype

)
can be com-

puted as follows:

Pr
(
GT1|etype

)
=

Pr (GT1) Impetype→GT (etype|GT1)
Pr

(
etype

) (14)

This gives the probability of GT1 after considering the evidence
of the impact of relevant external event etype. In this Eq. (14),
Pr (GT1) describes the probability of GT1 being in either a satisfied,
violated or uncertain state. Pr

(
etype

)
comes from the probability

computation of relevant external event (e.g. fromTwitter streams),
whereas Impetype→GT (etype|GT1) comes from the impact assessment
of the external event on the partner organization. This impact
value is used to form a conditional probability table (CPT) for
Pr

(
etype|GT1

)
. For example, the probability of GT1 being violated

(v1) can be determined given the probability of relevant external
event etype being high (e) as follows:

Pr (v1|e) =
Pr (v1) Pr (e|v1)

Pr (e)
(15)

In the next section, we present the experimental validation of
the proposed framework to show its superiority in proactively

identifying SLA violations compared to the existing approaches
that do not capture the external events.

8. Validation of the proposed framework for proactive SLA vio-
lation identification by capturing relevant external events

In this section, we assess the suitability of the proposed system
for proactive SLA violation identification. We run simulations to
identify SLA violations by considering the relevant external events
and their impact on theGTs and compare the performancewith the
existing approaches that do not capture such external events. At
the end, we ascertain the prediction quality by using the accuracy
of violation identification to compare the results.

To model the SLA, we take a simplified example of a logistics
application using a CoT environment as described in [45]. The ap-
plication is of a logistics provider that transports goods in multiple
cities such as Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne, Adelaide, Darwin and
Perth using local delivery services. Each leg of the journey may
be undertaken by a local transportation company servicing a local
area. Let us suppose Company A (service user) uses the service of
the aforementioned logistics provider for the transportation of its
goods. Two requirements of Company A, apart from the costs, are
execution (delivery) time and reliability of the service. Based on
this, Company A signs an SLA with the logistics provider to ship
goods from Sydney to Canberra. A segment of the formed SLA in
the WS-Agreement is shown in Fig. 11 and a hierarchical nested
structure of the GTs of this SLA is illustrated asModel 1 in Fig. 12. It
consists of two guarantee terms (GT1 andGT2)which are combined
by an All compositor with the SLA. GT1 specifies the execution time
for sending goods from source to destination while GT2 specifies
the reliability of the logistics provider. As the compositor between
the GTs is All, the SLA can be violated if any one of the two GTs
is violated. Let us assume that Company A checks the previous
record of the logistics company only based on internal events and
forms an SLA with it. However, as mentioned in this paper and
depicted in model 2 of Fig. 12, relevant external events arising
from environmental factors impacting on the locations of interest
impact on the partner organization’s ability to adhere to the terms
of a GT mentioned in the SLA [8]. We consider two such events in
this example, namely inclementweather rainstorm on route (etype1)
and a strike by the customs officials (etype2) which have an impact
on execution time (GT1) as shown in Model 2 of Fig. 12. Real-
time information on such external events of interest can be found
in the external sources (e.g. social media). We consider that the
logistics company employs Algorithm 1 to identify information of
the potential external events of interest impacting a GT and the
impact assessment using the information in Table 3.

We created two models for SLA violation determination, as
shown in Fig. 12. In model 1, we do not take into account the
effect of relevant external events in violation prediction but we do
consider the nested relationship between the GTs and SLA using
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Fig. 11. Logistics SLA formed between Company A and Logistics provider.

Fig. 12. Graphical Representation of Logistics SLA with and without the impact of
relevant external events.

the approach proposed in [4]. In other words, in model 1 only the
logical relationship of GTs defined in the SLA and past data of the
guarantees and their interdependence between them is taken into
account to perform logical and probabilistic reasoning. However, in
model 2, apart from logical relationship between the GTs and past
data of the GTs, the impact of relevant external event on the GT
proposed in this paper is also taken into account. A set of observed
200 events e which are a combination of internal and external
events are given as inputs and for probabilistic inferencing, the
conditional probabilities are calculated for the aforementioned
scenario, as given in Tables 6–9. The letters S, V, and U in these
tables correspond to the conditional probabilities of execution time
(GT1) and reliability (GT2) being in satisfied, violated, anduncertain
states, whereas satisfied, violated, and uncertain correspond to the
probabilities GT (i.e. SLA node in Fig. 12) being in those states,
given the states of GT1. Table 9 shows the combined impact of
relevant external event etype on GT1 as conditional probability. A
high probability value of etype shows the relevant external event
is identified with a high probability of occurrence and given that

Table 6
Conditional probability table for GT1 given GT.
GT GT1

S V U
Satisfied 0.934 0.016 0.049
Violated 0.017 0.593 0.390
Uncertain 0.091 0.091 0.818

Table 7
Conditional probability table for GT2 given GT.
GT GT2

S V U
Satisfied 0.0164 0.770 0.213
Violated 0.017 0.797 0.186
Uncertain 0.091 0.091 0.818

Table 8
Probability for GT (SLA node).
Satisfied Violated Uncertain

0.472 0.456 0.072

Table 9
Conditional probability table for etype and its impact on GT1 .

GT1 etype
Low High

S 0.845 0.155
V 0.028 0.972
U 0.029 0.971

value, it represents the conditional probability of GT1 being in
state S, V or U. Similarly, a low probability value of etype shows
the relevant external event is identified with a low probability
of occurrence and given that value, it represents the conditional
probability of GT1 being in states S, V or U .

Using this evidence,wedetermined the SLA violation prediction
for both models as shown in Table 10. The timestamp column
shows the timeslot from the set of 200 processed events e, the
outputs of Models 1 and 2 are shown in the format (predicted SLA
state, probability)whereas theActual SLA state shows the observed
state. It can be observed that the violation prediction results of
model 2, which uses evidence of the impact of a relevant external
event on a GT, outperformed model 1 which did not consider
such impact and only relied on the internal events impacting the
SLA. The red entries in Model 1 and 2 highlight those timestamps
in which the output state was different from the one actually
observed.

The confusion matrix for the conducted experiment (on model
1 and 2) is presented in Table 11. The table shows the predicted
states (by model 1 and 2) and observed states (actual) for 200
events. The observed column shows the breakdown of the ob-
served states between satisfied, violated and uncertain for the 200
events. The predicted column shows the comparison of the two
models i.e. model 1 - predicted with logical relationship within
GTs but without relevant external events and model 2 - predicted
with logical relationship within GTs and relevant external events.
As shown in the table, Model 1 predicted only 19 out of a total of
28 observed violations correctly whereasModel 2 predicted 26 out
of the 28 observed violations correctly. The total false predictions
i.e. the events which were predicted as violated or uncertain but
were observed as satisfied or predicted as satisfied or uncertain
but were actually violated) are also higher for Model 1. This shows
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Table 10
SLA violation prediction with (model 2) and without (model 1) considering relevant external events impacting the GT.

Table 11
Confusion Matrix comparing the results of Model 1 and Model 2 with the observed states.

Table 12
Overall Accuracy.

the overall increase in accuracy of the results from Model 2 from
Model 1. The overall accuracy quality indicators for the conducted
experiment are shown in Table 12, which shows a precision of
0.907 for Model 1 as compared to 0.951 for Model 2. Model 1 has
a recall of 0.905 as compared to 0.940 for Model 2. Similarly, the
F-measure for the prediction model with relevant external events
is 0.943 whereas the prediction model without relevant external
events is 0.906. The accuracy measures are also compared with
another approach which ascertains the future state of the SLA
without using the internal dependencies within GTs as done in [4].
It can be seen that the accuracy results of that model are very poor.
These quality measures indicate a very good overall prediction
accuracy for the prediction model with relevant external events
compared to the prediction model without relevant external events
but considering the internal dependencies between events (Model
1) and the model that does not consider this.

The conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that
identifying potential relevant external events impacting GTs of SLA
assists a CoT SLA manager to better manage its agreed commit-
ments with service users and avoid SLA violations.

9. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we focused on the problem of a CoT SLA manager
considering the external events of interest to the formed SLAs for

proactive management. This problem is of importance as services
in CoT environments are formed across dispersed geographic loca-
tions. Hence, apart from only focusing on the usual internal events
that may impact on the GTs, it is also necessary to consider the
external events that will have an indirect impact on them, if an
informed determination for SLA violation abatement is needed.
From this perspective, in this paper, we explained our proposed
framework alongwith its various inter-relatedmodules. Themajor
contributions of our proposed framework in the paper are: (a) it
extends our previous work of considering the nested and hierar-
chical relationships between the GTs of SLAs to also consider the
external events that may impact on it (b) it proposes an approach
that utilizes Twitter as the source to extract information relevant
to the external events (c) it ascertains the impact of the occur-
rence of relevant external events on the GTs and (d) it performs
logical reasoning to proactively determine if a SLA is going to be
violated or not. Using experiments, we demonstrated how the
proposed approach will assist the CoT SLA manager in the better
management of SLAs andhow it is vastly different from the existing
reactive approaches in the literature. In future work, we will ex-
tend our model to capture information relevant to external events
from different sources such as news feeds apart from just Twit-
ter. Another extension will be to identify the inter-dependencies
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between relevant external events and utilize these to identify SLA
violations.
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